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ABSTRACT
Morphological and diagnostic evaluation of pediatric musculoskeletal system is crucial in clinical
practice. However, most segmentation models do not perform well on scarce pediatric imaging data.
We propose a regularized convolutional encoder-decoder network for the challenging task of seg-
menting pediatric magnetic resonance (MR) images. To overcome the scarcity and heterogeneity
of pediatric imaging datasets, we adopt a regularization strategy to improve the generalization of
segmentation models. To this end, we have conceived a novel optimization scheme for the seg-
mentation network which comprises additional regularization terms to the loss function. In order
to obtain globally consistent predictions, we incorporate a shape priors based regularization, de-
rived from a non-linear shape representation learnt by an auto-encoder. Additionally, an adversarial
regularization computed by a discriminator is integrated to encourage plausible delineations. Our
method is evaluated for the task of multi-bone segmentation on two pediatric imaging datasets from
different joints (ankle and shoulder), comprising pathological as well as healthy examinations. We
illustrate that the proposed approach can be easily integrated into various multi-structure strategies
and can improve the prediction accuracy of state-of-the-art models. The obtained results bring new
perspectives for the management of pediatric musculoskeletal disorders.
Keywords Deep learning · Anatomical priors · Adver-
sarial networks · Ankle · Shoulder
1 Introduction
Semantic segmentation is a crucial step in many medical
image analysis workflows which aims at identifying and
localizing meaningful anatomical structures by extract-
ing their boundaries. For musculoskeletal system anal-
ysis, image segmentation is mainly employed to gener-
ate three dimensional (3D) models of bones and mus-
cles, which in turn help clinicians to diagnose pathologies,
plan patient-specific therapeutic interventions or study
how the morphology evolves in time (Hirschmann et al.
2019). Knowledge of anatomy in the pediatric patho-
logical population is all the more crucial since pediatric
musculoskeletal disorders have a debilitating impact on
a child’s growth and their daily living activities (Bal-
assy & Hrmann 2008). However, segmentation in pedi-
atric MR images is typically performed manually, which
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is tedious, time-consuming, and suffers from intra- and
inter-observer variability. Indeed, the pediatric muscu-
loskeletal system is composed of thin structures which
are more challenging to delineate than their adult counter-
parts (Jaramillo & Laor 2008). Moreover, due to the on-
going bone ossification process, non-ossified areas have to
be managed along with completely ossified regions (Bal-
assy & Hrmann 2008, Jaramillo & Laor 2008). Hence,
to reduce the time and increase the reliability of morpho-
logical assessment, employing robust and fully-automated
segmentation techniques becomes a necessity.
The development of automatic segmentation strategies
faces numerous challenges including the scarcity of med-
ical imaging datasets whose conception is a slow and
onerous process (Kohli et al. 2017). Due to limited
imaging resources, it is challenging to develop general-
izable tools which could be integrated into clinical prac-
tice while achieving reliable delineations on unseen im-
ages (Hirschmann et al. 2019). In recent years, deep learn-
ing has achieved promising results for natural image pro-
cessing (Krizhevsky et al. 2012) compared to traditional
variational, model-based, or graph-partitioning learning
schemes. Consequently, the medical imaging community
has adopted this technique as a way to enhance perfor-
mance and generalization capabilities on small datasets,
without using any hand-crafted features (Litjens et al.
2017).
Recent works aim at incorporating regularization into
deep learning-based segmentation models to further avoid
over-fitting and improve generalizability (Srivastava et al.
2014, Ioffe & Szegedy 2015, Goodfellow et al. 2016,
Kukaka et al. 2017). Regularization can arise from dif-
ferent prior information such as boundaries (Chen et al.
2017), shape models (Josephson et al. 2005), atlas mod-
els (Gauriau et al. 2015) or topology. Exploiting prior
knowledge is found to be effective in achieving more pre-
cise and consistent results for traditional medical segmen-
tation applications (Nosrati & Hamarneh 2016). Regu-
larization techniques can alleviate the presence of image
artefacts that are inherently present due to limitations in
image acquisition (Nosrati & Hamarneh 2016). For their
part, pediatric pathological imaging examinations also ex-
hibit irregular and complex pathological structures which
are difficult to delineate due to alterations in shape and
appearance (Balassy & Hrmann 2008, Jaramillo & Laor
2008). In this context, regularization appears as a key
strategy to enhance segmentation outcomes and model’s
generalization abilities when targeting scarce and hetero-
geneous pediatric imaging datasets.
1.1 Clinical motivations
The musculoskeletal system consists of different tissue
types (bone, cartilage, muscle, tendon, etc.) and multiple
anatomical structures that form several articulating joints
(ankle, shoulder, knee, elbow, etc.). As shown in Fig.1,
our work focuses on the segmentation of multiple bones
in two pediatric musculoskeletal joints: ankle and shoul-
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Figure 1: MR image samples from pediatric ankle and
shoulder datasets comprising healthy and pathological ex-
aminations. Anatomical structures of interest consist of
calcaneus, talus and tibia ankle bones as well as humerus
and scapula shoulder bones. Ground truth delineations are
in red (–).
der. The structures of interest include the tibia, talus, and
calcaneus for ankle bones and humerus and scapula for
shoulder bones. Both imaging datasets manifest a high
heterogeneity due to the presence of different age groups
and a mixture of healthy and pathological examinations.
In particular, we investigate two distinct pediatric muscu-
loskeletal disorders: ankle equinus condition in children
with cerebral palsy and obstetrical brachial plexus palsy
(OBPP) nerve injury leading to shoulder deformities.
Equinus is a clinical condition which affects the ankle
joint’s function by restricting its range of motion (De-
Heer 2017). However, the etiology of this condition is
poorly understood and numerous causes have been dis-
cussed such as muscle shortening, osseous blockages,
joint stiffness, as well as cerebral palsy (Charles et al.
2010). Equinus deformity is characterized by reduced
dorsiflexion of the joint which can also be associated
with increased forefoot loading, aggravated risk of an-
kle sprain, and more importantly bone deformity due to
complicated bone growth (Charles et al. 2010). Under-
standing anatomical structural modifications occurring in
the joint is imperative to reduce complications associated
with equinus.
OBPP is a common birth injury associated with difficult
or assisted delivery which disrupts the peripheral nervous
system (Zafeiriou & Psychogiou 2008). This nerve injury,
which occurs around 1.4 per 1000 births (Chauhan et al.
2014), results in shoulder muscle atrophy, impeded bone
growth, and osseous deformity. More precisely, OBPP
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is associated with delayed ossification and malformed
bones including hypoplastic humeral head, non-spherical
humeral head, hypoplastic scapula, elevated scapula, and
abnormal scapula glenoid (Hoeksma et al. 2003). Modifi-
cations in muscle and bone morphology lead to shoulder
strength imbalance and reduction in joint range of motion
(Pons et al. 2017). Therefore, patient-specific information
related to the degree of bone deformity is key for OBPP
treatment planning and follow-up.
For both these pathologies, fully-automated and reliable
bone segmentation of pediatric examinations could pro-
vide a rapid evaluation of the patient’s level of impair-
ment, guide surgery, and help optimized rehabilitation
programs. Furthermore, patient-specific 3D bone models
could also assist clinicians to analyse strength imbalance
as well as both kinematics and dynamics of pathological
joints.
1.2 Technical challenges and related works
Recent advances in medical image processing are linked
to the development of deep learning based techniques
which, contrary to traditional methods, are aimed at learn-
ing hierarchical feature representations in a purely data-
driven manner. More specifically, convolutional neural
networks (CNN) have proven to outperform other state-
of-the-art methods in numerous medical imaging appli-
cations such as classification, detection, registration, and
segmentation (Litjens et al. 2017). Many neural network
architectures have been proposed for medical image se-
mantic segmentation (Long et al. 2015, Kamnitsas et al.
2016). The most commonly used methods are based
on UNet (Ronneberger et al. 2015) and its 3D counter-
part VNet (Milletari et al. 2016), with impressive perfor-
mances compared to other CNN architectures.
UNet and VNet architectures have already been applied
for musculoskeletal structures segmentation in MR im-
ages, including adult knee bones, muscles and cartilage
(Zhou et al. 2018, Ambellan et al. 2019), adult shoulder
bones (He et al. 2019) as well as pediatric shoulder mus-
cles (Conze, Brochard, Burdin, Sheehan & Pons 2020).
However none, none of these works addresses pediatric
ankle or shoulder bone segmentation. Furthermore, two
multi-structure methodologies emerge in the literature:
in the first one, a single network predicts all segmenta-
tion classes (Zhou et al. 2018, Ambellan et al. 2019, He
et al. 2019) whereas, in the second one, specific networks
are trained for each object of interest (Conze, Brochard,
Burdin, Sheehan & Pons 2020). Finally, post-processing
based on conditional random field (Dou et al. 2017), de-
formable models (Zhou et al. 2018) or statistical shape
models (Ambellan et al. 2019) have been developed to
constrain the predicted shapes. Nevertheless, these meth-
ods fail to regularize and incorporate shape information
directly into the segmentation network.
In deep learning, the regularization concept covers tech-
niques that can affect the network architecture, the train-
ing data or the loss function (Kukaka et al. 2017). The
UNet architecture already contains regularization in the
form of convolutional layers which enforce local and
translation-equivariant hidden units, pooling-layers which
impose translation invariant feature extraction, and skip-
connections which assume a correlation between low-
level and high-level features (Goodfellow et al. 2016).
Moreover, data augmentation and batch normalization
are two data-based regularization techniques which are
commonly incorporated into UNet models. Data aug-
mentation incites the network to learn invariance, covari-
ance and robustness properties (Goodfellow et al. 2016)
while the noise introduced by batch normalization en-
forces robust data representations (Ioffe & Szegedy 2015).
Even though studies dedicated to the loss function reg-
ularization are rare, defining a suitable loss function for
training deep learning based models can lead to im-
proved segmentation performance. In this context, two
regularization methodologies have shown promising re-
sults: shape priors based regularization (Ravishankar et al.
2017, Dalca et al. 2018, Oktay et al. 2018, Myronenko
2019, Pham et al. 2019) and adversarial regularization
(Xue et al. 2018, Conze, Kavur, Gall, Gezer, Meur, Selver
& Rousseau 2020, Nie & Shen 2020, Singh et al. 2020).
Incorporating shape information into medical imaging
segmentation algorithms has already proven to be useful
in reducing the effect of noise, low contrast, and artefacts.
Recent contributions have proposed to learn a representa-
tion of the anatomy directly from ground truth annotations
using a deep auto-encoder (Ravishankar et al. 2017, Dalca
et al. 2018, Oktay et al. 2018, Myronenko 2019, Pham
et al. 2019). Due to the constrained nature of anatomi-
cal structures, data-driven models are suitable for learn-
ing shape prior information. The learnt non-linear shape
representation can be then integrated in the segmentation
network during optimization, thanks to a specifically de-
signed regularization term which enforces the predicted
segmentation to be close to the ground truth in shape
space (Ravishankar et al. 2017, Oktay et al. 2018). Con-
sequently, such regularization encourages globally consis-
tent and plausible shape delineations.
Inspired by image-to-image translation approaches (Isola
et al. 2017), medical imaging researchers have also em-
ployed adversarial networks to refine segmentation out-
puts. In these frameworks, a segmentation network and
a discriminator are concurrently trained in a two-player
game fashion in which the former learns to produce valid
segmentation while the latter learns to discriminate be-
tween synthetic and real data (Xue et al. 2018, Conze,
Kavur, Gall, Gezer, Meur, Selver & Rousseau 2020, Nie
& Shen 2020, Singh et al. 2020). An adversarial term
computed by the discriminator is added during the seg-
mentation network optimization, which in turn, encour-
ages UNet to fool the discriminator, and produces more
plausible predictions.
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Figure 2: Proposed regularized segmentation network
based on UNet exploiting Dice loss `Dice, shape priors
based regularization `shape estimated by a shape encoder
and adversarial regularization `adv computed by a dis-
criminator. λ1 and λ2 are two empirical weighting hyper-
parameters.
1.3 Contributions
In this study, we propose a novel deep learning framework
combining shape priors and adversarial regularizations for
multi-structure segmentation. Unlike previous methods,
our framework simultaneously leverages both regulariza-
tions to guide the segmentation network to make anatom-
ically consistent predictions and produce precise shape
delineations. We demonstrate the usefulness of combin-
ing different regularization terms for deep learning based
medical image segmentation in order to alleviate data
scarcity limitations. Extending a preliminary study pre-
sented in (Boutillon et al. 2020), the contributions of this
paper are three-fold:
1. A deep learning multi-structure segmentation
framework optimized using a combination of
shape priors and adversarial regularizers,
2. An automatic segmentation method for pediatric
bones from scarce and heterogeneous MR im-
ages,
3. An in-depth evaluation of the proposed method’s
performance on two heterogeneous pediatric
imaging datasets of the musculoskeletal system.
2 Method
In this section, we explain the proposed segmentation net-
work built on baseline UNet and additional regularization
terms incorporated into the loss function. We first briefly
recall the baseline UNet architecture and standard opti-
mization procedure (Sect.2.1). We then incorporate shape
priors based regularization into our model (Sect.2.2). Fi-
nally, we combine regularization from shape priors with
conditional adversarial network (Sect.2.3).
2.1 Baseline UNet
Let x = {xu ∈ R, u ∈ Ω} be a greyscale image with
Ω ⊂ N×N the image grid. The corresponding image class
labels y = {yc,u ∈ {0, 1}, c ∈ C , u ∈ Ω} represent the
different anatomical objects of interest C = {1, ..., C}. In
CNN-based segmentation approaches, the aim is to learn
a mapping S : x 7→ S(x; ΘS) between intensity x and
class labels y images. The function S is a segmenta-
tion network composed of a succession of layers whose
parameters ΘS must be optimized during training. Let
{xn,yn}1≤n≤N be a training set of N couples of images
and corresponding segmentation maps. In the following,
we note yˆn = S(xn; ΘS) as the estimate of yn hav-
ing observed xn. During training, we optimized the loss
function LS using the stochastic gradient descent algo-
rithm to estimate the optimal weights Θ∗S as follows:
Θ∗S = arg min
ΘS
LS(ΘS) (1)
LS(ΘS) = 1
N
N∑
n=1
`S(yˆn,yn) (2)
where `S was the employed per-image loss function.
Typical loss functions used for multi-class segmentation
tasks include the cross-entropy loss `CE or the Dice loss
`Dice to guide weight updates through back-propagation.
Due to class imbalance between structures of interest and
background, Dice is preferred over cross-entropy in medi-
cal image segmentation (Salehi et al. 2017, Karimi & Sal-
cudean 2020).
`CE(yˆn,yn) =
1
C|Ω|
C∑
c=1
∑
u∈Ω
−yn,c,u log(yˆn,c,u) (3)
`Dice(yˆn,yn) = 1− 1
C
C∑
c=1
∑
u∈Ω 2yˆn,c,u · yn,c,u∑
u∈Ω yˆn,c,u + yn,c,u
(4)
The neural network S is based on the UNet architecture
(Ronneberger et al. 2015) which consists of an encoding
path and a decoding path (Fig.3). Layers in the encod-
ing path extract intrinsic features from observed inten-
sity images while layers in the decoding path produce a
segmentation mask according to these features. Further-
more, skip connections between encoding and decoding
branches are employed to retain localization information.
This provides a correlation between low-level and high-
level features which improves the segmentation accuracy
while allowing faster convergence.
In our baseline UNet, encoding layers were composed of
a set of convolutional filters with 3×3 kernel followed by
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Figure 3: Proposed multi-structure architectures with C classes: auto-encoder comprising encoder F and decoder G
(top), segmentation network S based on UNet (middle) as well as discriminator D (down).
batch normalization, rectified linear unit (ReLU) activa-
tion function and max-pooling with stride 2×2 (Fig.3).
Similarly, decoding layers were composed of a set of
deconvolutional filters with a 2×2 kernel followed by
symmetric convolution filters, batch normalization, and
ReLU. A final 1×1 convolutional layer followed by a sig-
moid activation function generated the final segmentation
mask.
We employed a loss function based on the Dice simi-
larity coefficient (Eq.4). However, this pixel-wise loss
function fails to exploit contextual inter-structure relation-
ships arising from segmentation masks. The segmenta-
tion model is trained through back-propagated gradients
which operate on individual pixel-level class predictions
and cannot provide global context. This limitation occurs
even if the receptive field of the network is larger than the
anatomical objects of interest (Ravishankar et al. 2017,
Oktay et al. 2018, Pham et al. 2019). Hence, we propose
to incorporate additional regularization terms which as-
sess the global similarity between predicted and ground
truth delineations.
2.2 Incorporating shape priors based regularization
In the context of medical image segmentation, an auto-
encoder can learn a shape representation of the anatomy.
An auto-encoder is a neural network composed of an
encoder F : y 7→ F (y; ΘF ) and a decoder G :
F (y; ΘF ) 7→ G(F (y; ΘF ); ΘG). The encoder F maps
the input to a low-dimensional feature space and the de-
coder G reconstructs the original input from the com-
pact representation. The encoder produces a feature map
F (y; ΘF ) which compactly encodes the most salient
characteristics of the input mask. Each value represents
a global feature of a crop of the input segmentation mask.
The auto-encoder training procedure minimizes a loss
function LAE (Eq.6) which penalizes the reconstruction
(G ◦ F )(yn) = G(F (yn; ΘF ); ΘG) to be dissimilar
from the original input yn. Usual training schemes are
based on mean-squared error or Dice loss to enforce the
auto-encoder to learn the global shape features arising
from ground truth annotations (Ravishankar et al. 2017,
Oktay et al. 2018). The Dice coefficient based loss func-
tion to optimize both encoder and decoder weights ΘF
and ΘG is given as follows:
Θ∗F ,Θ
∗
G = arg min
ΘF ,ΘG
LAE(ΘF ,ΘG) (5)
LAE(ΘF ,ΘG) = 1
N
N∑
n=1
`Dice((G ◦ F )(yn),yn) (6)
As a first step, the auto-encoder was trained on ground
truth annotations using Dice loss to learn a latent shape
space in the form of a non-linear low-dimensional mani-
fold. The auto-encoder architecture was based on a con-
volutional encoder-decoder (Fig.3). Encoding layers were
composed of a set of convolutional filters with 3×3 kernel
followed by batch normalization, ReLU activation func-
tion and max-pooling with 2×2 stride. Similarly, decod-
ing layers were composed of a set of deconvolutional lay-
ers with 2×2 kernel followed by symmetric convolution
filters, batch normalization and ReLU. A final 1×1 convo-
lutional layer, followed by a sigmoid activation function,
produced the final reconstruction.
After training the auto-encoder, we integrated its encoder
component into the baseline segmentation network by
computing a shape regularization term `shape. To this end,
both predictions yˆn and ground truth labels yn were pro-
jected onto the latent shape space by the shape encoder
with learned weights ΘF (Fig.2). The shape regulariza-
tion term computed the Euclidean distance between both
latent shape representations (Oktay et al. 2018), as fol-
lows:
`shape(yˆn,yn; ΘF ) = ‖F (yˆn; ΘF )− F (yn; ΘF )‖22
(7)
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The shape regularization loss enforced the predicted seg-
mentation yˆn to be in the same low-dimensional mani-
fold as the ground truth mask yn and thus encouraged
anatomically consistent class label prediction (Oktay et al.
2018). We combined both Dice and shape regularization
losses during training, and the updated optimization prob-
lem was defined as follows:
Θ∗S = arg min
ΘS
LS(ΘS ; ΘF ) (8)
LS(ΘS ; ΘF ) = 1
N
N∑
n=1
`S(yˆn,yn; ΘF ) (9)
`S(yˆn,yn; ΘF ) = `Dice(yˆn,yn)
+ λ1`shape(yˆn,yn; ΘF ) (10)
where λ1 was an empirically set weighting factor.
The shape regularization enforces global shape consis-
tency in model predictions but fails to assess the global
accuracy of generated masks given input intensity images.
To mitigate this issue, we propose to incorporate a condi-
tional discriminator to improve the global realistic aspect
of the predicted masks.
2.3 Combining shape priors based regularization
with adversarial regularization
For semantic segmentation, a conditional discriminator
D : y,x 7→ D(y,x; ΘD) can assess if a binary mask
is fake or not, given the corresponding greyscale im-
age which is provided as a condition. The discrimina-
tor D is a neural network which returns a likelihood map
D(y,x; ΘD). Each value of the likelihood map repre-
sents the degree of likelihood of correct segmentation of a
crop of the input image, ranging from 0 (fake) to 1 (plau-
sible or real).
The discriminator and the segmentation network are
trained alternatively and competitively. The discrimina-
tor learns to differentiate real from synthetic segmentation
masks while the segmentation network learns to gener-
ate plausible delineations. The optimization of weights
ΘD is done using the loss function LD (Eq.12) while
the weights of the segmentation network ΘS are fixed.
The binary cross entropy loss `BCE is typically used to
train the discriminator (Eq.13). `BCE maximizes the loss
value for ground truth masks yn and minimizes the loss
for predicted masks yˆn, given the intensity image xn.
Therefore, the discriminator learns to discriminate ground
truth from generated delineations during the optimization
of ΘD (Xue et al. 2018, Conze, Kavur, Gall, Gezer, Meur,
Selver & Rousseau 2020, Nie & Shen 2020, Singh et al.
2020). In the following, we adopt a compact notation
D(yn,xn) = D(yn,xn; ΘD):
Θ∗D = arg min
ΘD
LD(ΘD; ΘS) (11)
LD(ΘD; ΘS) = 1
N
N∑
n=1
`BCE(D(yˆn,xn),D(yn,xn))
(12)
`BCE(D(yˆn,xn),D(yn,xn)) = − log(1−D(yˆn,xn))
− log(D(yn,xn)) (13)
The discriminator architecture consisted of five encoding
layers with 4×4 convolutional filters, 2×2 stride at the
first three layers and 1×1 stride at 4th and 5th layers
(Fig.3). Batch normalization was applied after 2nd, 3rd
and 4th convolutional filter and ReLU was applied after
each layer except the last one. A sigmoid activation func-
tion returned the predicted segmentation likelihood map.
The discriminator was integrated into our segmentation
framework by computing an adversarial term `adv which
assessed the probability that the network considered the
generated delineations to be the ground truth segmenta-
tion for the given greyscale image (Fig.2) (Xue et al. 2018,
Conze, Kavur, Gall, Gezer, Meur, Selver & Rousseau
2020, Nie & Shen 2020, Singh et al. 2020). The prob-
ability computed by the discriminator given yˆn, xn and
with fixed weights ΘD was defined as follows:
`adv(yˆn,xn; ΘD) = − log(D(yˆn,xn; ΘD)) (14)
We modified the segmentation training strategy to com-
bine shape priors based regularization with conditional
adversarial regularization. The optimization of the ad-
versarial term encouraged the segmentation network to
fool the discriminator and thus enforced more precise con-
tours. The proposed loss function was based on a linear
combination of Dice loss, shape regularization and adver-
sarial regularization. The novel optimization procedure
was defined as follows:
Θ∗S = arg min
ΘS
LS(ΘS ; ΘF ,ΘD) (15)
LS(ΘS ; ΘF ,ΘD) = 1
N
N∑
n=1
`S(yˆn,yn,xn; ΘF ,ΘD)
(16)
`S(yˆn,yn,xn; ΘF ,ΘD) = `Dice(yˆn,yn)
+ λ1`shape(yˆn,yn; ΘF )
+ λ2`adv(yˆn,xn; ΘD) (17)
where hyper-parameters λ1 and λ2 were empirically de-
termined.
3 Experiments
In this section, we describe the experiments conducted
with the proposed multi-structure automatic segmenta-
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tion network on scarce pediatric imaging datasets. We
first describe the imaging datasets (Sect.3.1) followed
by the multi-structure segmentation strategies employed
(Sect.3.2). We then explain the implementation details
(Sect.3.3) while describing and determining the metrics
used for the method evaluation (Sect.3.4) and our pro-
posed ranking system to measure the performance of each
evaluated strategy (Sect.3.5).
3.1 Imaging datasets
Experiments were conducted on two pediatric MR
images datasets acquired at Centre Hospitalier Re´gional
Universitaire (CHRU) La Cavale Blanche, Brest, France,
using a 3.0T Philips Achieva (Philips Healthcare, Best,
The Netherlands) scanner. These two pediatric MR
images datasets were independently acquired on two
musculoskeletal articulations (ankle and shoulder) from
cohorts of pathological and healthy pediatric patients.
Ankle joint dataset. MR images of 17 ankles were
obtained from pediatric patients aged from 7 to 13
years, with an average age of 13±2 years. This dataset
was composed of a mixture of 7 pathological and 10
healthy cases. Images were acquired using a T1-weighted
gradient echo sequence, with resolutions varying from
0.25 × 0.25 × 0.50 mm3 to 0.28 × 0.28 × 0.8 mm3.
All images were annotated by an expert (radiologist, 12
years of experience) to get ground truth delineations of
the calcaneus, talus and tibia bones with specific label
for each bone. Bone masks were obtained using the
ITK-SNAP software (Yushkevich et al. 2006).
Shoulder joint dataset. MR images of 15 shoulder
joints were acquired from pediatric subjects consisting
of 7 pathological and 8 healthy examinations. Patients
belonged to different age groups, ranging from 5 to 17
years old, with a mean age of 12±4 years. An eTHRIVE
(enhanced T1-weighted High-Resolution Isotropic Vol-
ume Examination) sequence was employed during image
acquisition. Image resolution varied across subjects from
0.24 × 0.24 × 0.60 mm3 to 0.37 × 0.37 × 1.00 mm3.
Segmentation masks of the humerus and scapula bones
were manually obtained following the same protocol as
for the ankle joints.
For each dataset, all slices were downsampled to 512 ×
512 pixels and image intensities were normalized to have
zero-mean and unit variance.
3.2 Multi-structure segmentation strategies
We investigated three multi-structure bone segmentation
strategies based on individual-class yi, global-class yg
and multi-class ym labels (Fig.4), which were defined as
follows:
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Figure 4: Proposed multi-structure segmentation strate-
gies: (a) individual strategy comprising a specific network
for each anatomical structure of interest yi, (b) global
strategy constituted of a unique bone class yg and (c)
multi strategy based on segmentation maps ym contain-
ing multiple classes.
yi = {{yc,u ∈ {0, 1}, u ∈ Ω}, c ∈ C } (18)
yg = {yu ∈ {0, 1}, u ∈ Ω} (19)
ym = {yc,u ∈ {0, 1}, c ∈ C , u ∈ Ω} (20)
In the individual-class scheme, for each anatomical class
c, we trained a UNet, an auto-encoder and a discrimina-
tor on the individual-class binary masks. The individual-
class networks were optimized on one class of interest,
hence, the learnt weights were specific to a single anatom-
ical structure. For the global-class approach, we con-
catenated the different bone classes into a unique bone-
class. The global-class UNet, auto-encoder and discrim-
inator learned shared features between bones as well as
inter-bone spatial relationships information. In the multi-
class strategy, the networks were trained on ground truth
segmentation maps containing multiple classes. Hence,
the multi-class networks learned specific characteristics to
each anatomical object as well as features shared between
different classes.
3.3 Implementation details
Our training method consisted of two steps. The auto-
encoder which comprised 3.0 × 106 parameters was first
trained using Dice loss. We explored different hyper-
parameters: Adam optimizer with initial learning rate
1e-2 and default β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.999 (Kingma &
Ba 2017) values was found to be the best combination.
As a second step, the segmentation network (7.7 × 106
parameters) and the discriminator (0.7× 106 parameters)
were trained alternatively, one optimization step for both
networks at each batch. We used Adam optimizer with
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Table 1: Overview of the four UNet regularization
schemes: baseline (Ronneberger et al. 2015), shape pri-
ors based regularization (Oktay et al. 2018), adversarial
regularization (Singh et al. 2020) and combined regular-
ization; as well as the three multi-structure strategies: in-
dividual, global and multi. Each method is defined by the
hyper-parameters λ1 and λ2, as well as the label type.
Method λ1 λ2 label
Base.
UNet
indiv. 0 0 yi
glob. 0 0 yg
multi 0 0 ym
Shape
reg.
indiv. 1e-4 0 yi
glob. 1e-4 0 yg
multi 1e-4 0 ym
Adv.
reg.
indiv. 0 1e-2 yi
glob. 0 1e-2 yg
multi 0 1e-2 ym
Comb.
reg.
indiv. 1e-4 1e-2 yi
glob. 1e-4 1e-2 yg
multi 1e-4 1e-2 ym
initial learning rate 1e-4. In both steps, the number of
epochs and batch size were respectively set to 10 and 8.
We explored different regularization weighting parame-
ters values and observed λ1 = 1e-4 and λ2 = 1e-2 to
be optimal. All architectures were trained on 2D slices
with extensive on-the-fly data augmentation due to lim-
ited available training data. Data augmentation comprised
random scaling, rotation, shifting, flipping in both direc-
tions in order to teach the networks the desired invariance,
covariance and robustness properties. Deep learning ar-
chitectures were implemented using Keras and optimized
using a Nvidia RTX 2080 Ti GPU with 12 GB of RAM.
As a post-processing step, the obtained 2D segmentation
masks were stacked together to form a 3D volume. For
each anatomical structure, we selected the largest con-
nected set as final 3D predicted mask and applied mor-
phological closing to smooth the resulting contours.
We compared the proposed combined regularization
method, henceforth called as CombRegMULTI, with base-
line UNet (Ronneberger et al. 2015), shape priors based
regularization (Oktay et al. 2018) and adversarial regu-
larization (Singh et al. 2020). Both hyper-parameters λ1
and λ2 were fixed to 0 to train baseline UNet. We set
λ1 (respectively λ2) to 0 to train UNet with adversarial
(respectively shape priors based) regularization. For each
regularization approach, we evaluated all the three multi-
structure strategies: individual, global and multi, as ex-
plained in section 3.2. The entire evaluation overview
can be seen in Tab.1. In order to compare the multi-
structure strategies, predicted individual and multi seg-
mentation masks were transformed into global segmen-
tation masks. All training hyper-parameters (except λ1
and λ2) remained fixed across all methods and all net-
Table 2: Metrics wise threshold values employed in the
ranking system. Metrics included Dice, sensitivity, HD,
MSD and RAVD. δ represents the longest possible dis-
tance in 3D examinations.
Metric Best Worst Threshold
Dice (%) 100 0 > 80
Sensitivity (%) 100 0 > 80
HD (mm) 0 δ < 30
MSD (mm) 0 δ < 4
RAVD (%) 0 100 < 10
works were trained from scratch, without implementing
any transfer learning and fine tuning strategies.
3.4 Quantitative assessment of predicted
segmentation
To assess the performance of different regularization
methods and multi-structure strategies, the accuracy of the
generated 3D segmentation masks were evaluated against
manually annotated ground truths. We computed the
Dice coefficient, sensitivity, specificity, Hausdorff dis-
tance (HD), mean surface distance (MSD) and relative
absolute volume difference (RAVD), as provided in A.
Dice coefficient measured the similarity between the two
3D sets while sensitivity and specificity calculated respec-
tively the true positive and true negative rates. HD and
MSD, computed between ground truth and generated sur-
faces, assessed the models’ ability to generate the same
contours as those produced manually. Finally, RAVD de-
termined the volumetric difference between ground truth
and predicted volumes.
To evaluate the generalization abilities of each method,
experiments were performed in a leave-one-out strategy.
The procedure was repeated over all the samples in the
dataset to compute the mean and standard deviation for
each metric. Finally, an expert visually validated the
global shape consistency and plausibility of each pre-
dicted segmentation.
3.5 Ranking system
To simultaneously compare the performance of each seg-
mentation strategy across multiple metrics, we converted
the metrics outputs to normalized scores and used the av-
erage scores from all the datasets as a ranking system
(Kavur et al. 2020). Our proposed ranking system was
created based on the metrics of Dice, sensitivity, HD,
MSD and RAVD. Specificity was disregarded as excellent
results were obtained for all the methods. Furthermore,
for each metric, a threshold was defined based on expert
knowledge to remove non-satisfactory results. Then, we
mapped the metric value between the corresponding best
value and the threshold (Tab.2) to the normalized inter-
val [0, 100]. Metric values outside this acceptable range
were assigned zero scores. The score of the predicted 3D
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Table 3: Leave-one-out quantitative assessment of the four UNet regularization methods: baseline (Ronneberger et al.
2015), shape priors based regularization (Oktay et al. 2018), adversarial regularization (Singh et al. 2020) and the
proposed combined regularization; as well as the three multi-structure strategies: individual, global and multi on ankle
and shoulder pediatric datasets. Metrics encompass Dice (%), sensitivity (%), specificity (%), HD (mm), MSD (mm)
and RAVD (%). Best results for each dataset and for each metric are shown in bold font.
Method Dice ↑ Sens. ↑ Spec. ↑ HD ↓ MSD ↓ RAVD ↓
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et
Base.
UNet
indiv. 87.3±6.6 83.5±9.7 99.7±0.3 16.3±11.1 1.4±0.6 13.3±8.0
glob. 89.3±3.9 93.0±4.4 99.3±0.6 23.4±12.1 1.9±1.2 13.0±10.2
multi 90.1±4.1 90.9±6.6 99.5±0.6 22.0±13.2 1.5±1.0 9.8±8.6
Shape
reg.
indiv. 89.0±3.2 85.8±6.8 99.7±0.2 15.7±9.0 1.3±0.5 11.0±7.1
glob. 90.5±3.6 93.1±3.9 99.4±0.7 21.7±9.9 1.6±0.9 9.9±8.9
multi 91.2±2.3 90.6±5.1 99.6±0.3 18.2±8.9 1.2±0.5 7.7±5.4
Adv.
reg.
indiv. 88.0±8.3 85.3±12.4 99.6±0.4 17.4±11.2 1.5±1.1 11.5±12.8
glob. 89.8±3.3 92.5±3.9 99.4±0.4 20.8±10.7 1.6±0.8 8.4±8.6
multi 90.7±3.0 88.6±6.8 99.7±0.2 14.8±7.4 1.1±0.3 10.5±7.6
Comb.
reg.
indiv. 90.2±2.4 88.6±3.4 99.6±0.3 18.2±13.3 1.3±0.7 6.5±4.6
glob. 91.3±2.4 92.2±3.7 99.5±0.4 20.6±12.0 1.4±0.8 7.5±5.5
multi 91.8±2.2 91.0±3.7 99.7±0.2 16.2±10.6 1.1±0.7 5.1±4.8
Sh
ou
ld
er
D
at
as
et
Base.
UNet
indiv. 82.8±12.2 82.5±15.3 99.8±0.2 38.0±32.2 2.6±2.8 11.6±12.1
glob. 84.9±11.6 84.8±14.1 99.8±0.3 31.6±25.8 2.7±4.0 14.6±18.7
multi 86.9±14.5 85.1±7.7 99.8±0.3 24.8±19.1 1.3±1.4 9.7±10.2
Shape
reg.
indiv. 83.8±14.5 82.2±17.7 99.9±0.1 27.6±26.2 2.7±4.5 12.9±18.0
glob. 85.4±12.4 83.9±15.6 99.8±0.2 28.8±26.3 3.2±7.8 10.7±15.7
multi 86.9±10.0 84.7±13.2 99.9±0.1 32.5±36.0 1.8±2.5 8.7±11.1
Adv.
reg.
indiv. 82.5±14.7 80.9±19.0 99.8±0.2 26.2±20.8 2.4±3.9 13.9±19.7
glob. 84.3±13.7 81.1±18.9 99.9±0.1 28.8±26.4 3.3±7.2 14.5±17.9
multi 87.3±7.8 85.7±7.3 99.8±0.3 22.3±15.3 1.1±0.8 8.9±10.5
Comb.
reg.
indiv. 84.4±14.1 81.7±18.0 99.9±0.1 26.3±22.5 2.1±3.8 12.0±17.0
glob. 86.4±12.5 85.3±16.3 99.9±0.1 29.6±25.8 3.0±7.7 9.4±16.7
multi 87.1±9.5 84.9±11.3 99.9±0.1 19.5±16.0 1.2±1.2 7.1±7.7
segmentation corresponded to the average over all met-
ric scores, and methods were ranked according to the ob-
tained scalar scores. Separate ranking was performed on
each of the shoulder and ankle datasets.
Ranking results via multiple metrics is an arduous task as
the selection of thresholds may have an impact on the final
ranking (Maier-Hein et al. 2018). Hence, to assess the
robustness of the ranking system, we analysed the effect
of the modification of the threshold values, as explained
in B.
3.6 Qualitative assessment of predicted
segmentation
We performed visual comparison of predicted segmen-
tations at two levels. First we compared the results
of the proposed CombRegMULTI method with other two
multi-structure segmentation strategies (individual-class
and global-class) using combined regularizations. Sec-
ond, we compared the CombRegMULTI method with other
regularization strategies (baseline UNet, shape priors only
and adversarial only) employed with multi-class segmen-
tation strategy.
4 Results
The proposed CombRegMULTI method based on multi-
class UNet with combined regularization was evaluated
on two pediatric datasets. In this section we report quan-
titative results (Sect.4.1), ranking scores (Sect.4.2), and
qualitative comparisons (Sect.4.3) for each dataset.
4.1 Quantitative assessment
The proposed CombRegMULTI method achieved competi-
tive results compared to state-of-the-art methods (Tab.3).
All methods reached excellent specificity scores (>
99.3%). For ankle datasets, the CombRegMULTI method
outperformed other approaches in Dice (91.8%), MSD
(1.1mm), and RAVD (5.1%) metrics while remained only
marginally lower in the HD (1.4mm higher than the best),
and sensitivity (2.1% lower than the best) metrics. For
shoulder datasets, the proposed CombRegMULTI method
outperformed other approaches in HD (19.5mm), and
RAVD (7.1%) metrics while remaining second best in
Dice (0.2% lower than the best) and MSD (0.1mm higher
than the best) metrics.
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Figure 5: Box plots of score distributions on ankle and shoulder pediatric datasets of the four UNet regularizations:
baseline (Ronneberger et al. 2015), shape priors based regularization (Oktay et al. 2018), adversarial regularization
(Singh et al. 2020) and the proposed combined regularization; as well as the three multi-structure strategies: individual,
global and multi. Each box plot represents the mean (), median, first and third quartile along with minimum and
maximum. Higher score with lower standard deviation represented best segmentation performance.
Table 4: Mean score and ranking of the four UNet regular-
izations: baseline (Ronneberger et al. 2015), shape priors
based regularization (Oktay et al. 2018), adversarial regu-
larization (Singh et al. 2020) and the proposed combined
regularization; as well as the three multi-structure strate-
gies employed within each regularization: individual-
class, global-class and multi-class on ankle and shoulder
pediatric datasets.
Method Ankle ShoulderScore Rank Score Rank
Base.
UNet
indiv. 40.1 12 38.5 12
glob. 44.3 10 42.6 11
multi 48.8 7 43.9 9
Shape
reg.
indiv. 44.2 11 43.9 8
glob. 48.5 8 44.5 6
multi 51.2 3 46.7 3
Adv.
reg.
indiv. 45.3 9 42.9 10
glob. 50.2 5 44.4 7
multi 50.8 4 45.9 4
Comb.
reg.
indiv. 49.8 6 44.8 5
glob. 51.9 2 47.9 2
multi 58.4 1 49.3 1
4.2 Rankings
CombRegMULTI ranked first on performance (Fig.5) for
both the datasets with a mean score of 58.4 on ankle
dataset and mean score of 49.3 on shoulder dataset as
reported in Tab.4. Global-class UNet with combined
regularization ranked second on both datasets, while
individual-class baseline UNet ranked last on ankle (mean
score of 40.1) and shoulder (mean score of 38.5) datasets.
A maximum score of 88.2 was reached by individual-class
UNet with shape regularization on one ankle examination,
while individual-class UNet with adversarial regulariza-
tion got the maximum score of 86.0 on one shoulder MR
image. The minimum scores reported were 4.9 for ankle
bones (AH5 in Fig.8/9) and 0.0 for shoulder bones (SP5 in
Fig.8/9) segmentation.
It was observed that for a fixed regularization scheme, the
multi-class strategy outperformed the global-class strat-
egy, which in turn outranked the individual-class scheme.
Furthermore, for the multi-structure strategy, shape priors
based and adversarial regularization improved the base-
line performance, while a combined regularization re-
sulted in the best scores (Tab.4). To assess the robust-
ness of our ranking system and these observations, several
threshold values were tested as reported in the Appendix
5, and our ranking based conclusions remained unchanged
on every transformed rankings.
4.3 Qualitative assessment
Visual comparison of the combined regularization method
using individual-class, global-class, and multi-class UNet
models provided the visual anatomical validity and as-
sessment of using the proposed CombRegMULTI strat-
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Comb. reg. indiv. Comb. reg. glob. Comb. reg. multi
Figure 6: Visual comparison of multi-structure strategies using combined regularization. Automatic segmenta-
tion of ankle (two first rows) and shoulder bones (two last rows) based on UNet with combined regularization using
individual-class, global-class and multi-class strategies. Ground truth delineations are in red (–). Predicted ankle
bones comprising calcaneus, talus and tibia appear in green (–), blue (–) and yellow (–) respectively. Predicted shoul-
der bones comprising humerus and scapula appear in magenta (–) and cyan (–) respectively. Predicted global bone
class is in orange (–).
egy (Fig.6). The individual-class UNet models produced
masks based on weights specific to each bone, the global-
class UNet models exploited shared features between
bones, and multi-class UNet models utilized both specific
and shared bone features. It was observed that the global-
class mask predictions included fused bone errors in both
ankle (Fig.6, first row) and shoulder (Fig.6, third row)
datasets. Thus, exploiting specific bone annotations was
necessary to prevent fused-bone errors in predicted delin-
eations. However, shared feature learning in the global-
class strategy enforced more accurate delineations (Fig.6,
first, second and fourth rows). Hence, multi-class UNet
11
Base. UNet multi Shape reg. multi Adv. reg. multi Comb. reg. multi
Figure 7: Visual comparison of multiple regularizations using multi-structure strategy. Automatic segmentation
of ankle (two first rows) and shoulder bones (two last rows) based on multi-class strategy using baseline UNet (Ron-
neberger et al. 2015), shape priors based regularization (Oktay et al. 2018), adversarial regularization (Singh et al.
2020) and combined regularization. Ground truth delineations are in red (–). Predicted ankle bones comprising cal-
caneus, talus and tibia appear in green (–), blue (–) and yellow (–) respectively. Predicted shoulder bones comprising
humerus and scapula appear in magenta (–) and cyan (–) respectively.
leveraged the benefits of simultaneously learning specific
and shared bone features and avoided fused-bone in esti-
mated segmentation while producing precise delineations
(Fig.6, first and third rows).
Visual comparison of the four regularization approaches
(baseline UNet, shape priors based regularization, ad-
versarial regularization and the proposed combined reg-
ularization) provided the visual evidence on stepwise im-
provements in segmentation quality from baseline to com-
bined regularization (Fig.7). It was clearly observed that
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Figure 8: Spider graph showing scores obtained within
ankle and shoulder datasets based on UNet with com-
bined regularization using individual-class, global-class
and multi-class strategies. Scores were computed for
pathological AP1 , ..., AP7 and healthy AH1 , ..., AH10 an-
kles, as well as pathological SP1 , ..., SP7 and healthy
SH1 , ..., SH8 shoulders.
each additional regularization improved the segmentation
prediction over baseline UNet (Fig.7, third row). Further-
more, baseline UNet did not segment the complete non-
ossified area of the humerus, contrary to the compared
regularized methods which incorporated prior knowledge.
More specifically, the shape regularization enforced the
model to follow the learnt shape representation and pro-
moted smoother bone delineations (Fig.7, second row),
while the adversarial regularization encouraged the model
to generate more realistic contours and incited more pre-
cise bone delineations (Fig.7, fourth row). Meanwhile, the
proposed combined regularization fostered the advantages
of both former regularizations and provided smoother and
more realistic bone extraction (Fig.7, first row).
In general, the proposed CombRegMULTI produced more
accurate delineations and captured more complex struc-
tures than individual regularizer approaches and other
multi-structure annotation strategies. Most importantly,
CombRegMULTI method effectively segmented non ossi-
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Figure 9: Spider graph showing scores obtained within
ankle and shoulder datasets based on multi-class strategy
using baseline UNet (Ronneberger et al. 2015), shape pri-
ors based regularization (Oktay et al. 2018), adversarial
regularization (Singh et al. 2020) and proposed combined
regularization. Scores were computed for pathological
AP1 , ..., AP7 and healthyAH1 , ..., AH10 ankles, as well as
pathological SP1 , ..., SP7 and healthy SH1 , ..., SH8 shoul-
ders.
fied area in addition to ossified bones dealing efficiently
with the corresponding large intensity variations within a
single bone. This outcome can be seen as a crucial need
during the image analysis of pediatric musculoskeletal
systems.
5 Discussion
5.1 Segmentation performance
This study explored multiple regularization methods and
multi-structure segmentation strategies and provided an
insight into how combination of regularizations can im-
prove the bone segmentation quality in a pediatric, sparse,
and heterogeneous MRI dataset. We analysed the perfor-
mance of each multi-structure strategy with fixed com-
bined regularization (Fig.8) and the impact of each regu-
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Figure 10: Visualization of the latent shape spaces learnt the by global-class and multi-class auto-encoders on ankle
and shoulder MRI datasets. This visualization was obtained using the t-SNE algorithm (Maaten & Hinton 2008) in
which each colored dot corresponds to a 2D binary mask of one of the five anatomical objects of interest: calcaneus,
talus, tibia, humerus or scapula. Mask examples and their corresponding position in the embedded space are displayed
(mask zoomed from its black square).
larization scheme with the multi-class scheme (Fig.9) for
each MRI dataset. Firstly, the multi-class strategy outper-
formed or achieved similar performance as the individual-
class and global-class approaches on almost all ankle and
shoulder examinations (Fig.8). However, for two subjects
(AP2 and SH6 ) the multi-class strategy achieved the low-
est scores, wherein the extremity of one bone was poorly
segmented compared to the other approaches. In AP2 ex-
amination, CombRegMULTI produced poor calcaneus seg-
mentation which resulted in a 26.6 mm HD and a 1.5 mm
MSD, while the individual-class approach achieved bet-
ter bone segmentation leading to a 10.3 mm HD and a
0.8 mm MSD. Secondly, our proposed combined regular-
ization outscored or obtained similar scores as the other
regularization schemes on almost all ankle and shoulder
examinations (Fig.9). We observed important score incre-
ments on AP4 , AH10 , SP1 and SH5 MR images. However,
forAP5 andAH3 subjects, CombRegMULTI produced poor
delineations while the baseline multi-class UNet got the
best results. In these examinations, the talus AP5 and cal-
caneus AH3 extremities were not well segmented. From
these observations, it appeared that bone extremities re-
mained challenging to be managed by our method. A
possible explanation relies on the fact that compared to
3D or multi-view fusion UNet models for segmentation
(Milletari et al. 2016, Noori et al. 2019), our 2D slice by
slice approach does not benefit from 3D spatial informa-
tion. Nevertheless, although our 2D models do not include
3D contextual information, it is less computationally ex-
pensive and requires less GPU memory consumption than
3D approaches.
We reported two outlier examinations SP5 and SH2 for
which the compared methods produced poor segmenta-
tion results (Fig.8 and Fig.9). The condition of the pa-
tients did not influence the poor segmentation perfor-
mance, as the two samples were of different types: one
pathological SP5 and one healthy SH2 . However, both
3D MR images presented a higher level of noise as well
as a smaller bone-muscle intensity difference than in the
rest of our shoulder dataset. The relatively poor qual-
ity of these examinations was due to patient movements
during acquisition. Hence, the compared methods did
not generalize well on these samples. More precisely,
CombRegMULTI achieved sub-optimal segmentations with
72.4% Dice, 26.6 mm HD on SP5 and 58.3% Dice, 29.8
mm HD on SH2 as compared to 74.3% Dice, 53.3 mm HD
on SP5 and 62.0% Dice, 32.9 mm HD on SH2 obtained
by individual-class UNet with combined regularization.
Nevertheless, these outliers did not reflect the overall
generalization capability of our method which achieved
promising results on small pediatric datasets with hetero-
geneous characteristics.
The scores obtained also demonstrated that the perfor-
mance of the different approaches was not influenced by
the pathological or healthy state of patients (Fig.8 and
Fig.9). Hence, a unique fully-automatic segmentation
model could be developed for bone-segmentation in pe-
diatric MR images, regardless of the presence of bone de-
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formity due to musculoskeletal disorders. Furthermore,
because of its generic nature, our method could be ap-
plied to other anatomical joints such as the knee or the
hip, as well as on adult imaging datasets. Such generic
framework could provide new perspectives for the man-
agement of musculoskeletal disorders, by helping evalu-
ate treatment response and disease progression as well as
being integrated into bio-mechanical models for surgery
planning.
5.2 Latent shape space analysis
While the work of Biffi et al. (Biffi et al. 2020) demon-
strated that a deep auto-encoder could learn to differen-
tiate pathological from healthy cardiac shapes, our study
focused on the comparison of shape representations aris-
ing from two different multi-structure strategies. The pat-
tern recognition behavior of the deep learning networks
can be analyzed by visualizing the latent compact space
learned during training. We analysed the latent repre-
sentation learnt by the global-class and multi-class auto-
encoders using the dimensionality reduction algorithm t-
SNE (Maaten & Hinton 2008). We used the auto-encoders
trained on ground truth annotations and employed their
encoder components to create latent codes of the bones
of one subject which was not included in the training set.
We then applied global max pooling process and obtained
512 dimensional codes from 2D ground truth bone masks.
Finally, in order to visualize the collected codes, we em-
ployed the t-SNE algorithm, which embedded the high-
dimensional codes into a 2D space (Fig.10). We also pro-
vided mask examples as well as their coordinates in the
resulting 2D space.
For both ankle and shoulder examinations, the latent rep-
resentation learnt by the global-class auto-encoder did
not differentiate anatomical structures, contrary to the
shape representation obtained by the multi-class auto-
encoder which presented different clusters for each bone
(Fig.10). Thus, ankle bones were aggregated into a unique
cluster in the global-class representation, as opposed to
the multi-class representation which presented distinc-
tive calcaneus, talus and tibia clusters (Fig.10). The ob-
tained visualizations reinforced our assumption that the
global-class auto-encoder optimization imposed the ex-
traction of shared bone features, whereas the multi-class
auto-encoder learnt to extract discriminative bone features
while respecting the inter-bone relationships.
5.3 Limitations
This study has certain limitations which are categorically
listed in this section. First limitation is the sample size
of our datasets with only 17 ankle MRIs and 15 shoul-
der MRIs. In principal, we would like to report statistical
significance tests to compare the outcomes of the meth-
ods employed. However, we first determined the required
sample size using a post-hoc power analysis. Sample size
was determined for a desired significance level of 0.05,
a desired statistical power of 0.8 and an effect size de-
fined as the absolute difference between the means di-
vided by the expected standard deviation (Fleiss 2000),
see C for more information. The results obtained were
assumed to follow a normal distribution. To assess if
the Dice results obtained by our method on the shoulder
dataset (87.1±9.5) were statistically significant compared
to the Dice results of the baseline individual-class UNet
(82.8±12.2), we required 78 shoulder datasets. Since this
was way beyond our available datasets, we could not per-
form any statistical comparison within the scope of this
study.
Second limitation of this study was that we did not employ
or evaluate any transfer learning strategy even though this
technique has become widespread in deep learning based
medical image analysis (Litjens et al. 2017). Transfer
learning consists of initializing network parameters using
weights pre-trained either on large natural image dataset
(Conze, Brochard, Burdin, Sheehan & Pons 2020) or large
medical image dataset (Karimi et al. 2020). This strat-
egy assumes that low-level features are usually shared be-
tween different image types and tasks. Therefore, pre-
trained models usually require less training time to reach
convergence, and can lead to performance gains. How-
ever, recent studies (Raghu et al. 2019, Karimi et al. 2020)
report that transfer learning performance benefits could
be due to over-parameterization rather than feature reuse,
and that segmentation improvements are highly task and
data dependent. For these reasons, we did not apply any
transfer learning approach and instead adopted a regular-
ization strategy to improve the generalization capability
of the deep learning models.
Although incorporating regularization through the loss
function successfully constrains the network’s parameters
and promotes the desired characteristics for robust bone
extraction, it fails to provide a better understanding of
the inference process. A more interpretable segmenta-
tion model would allow a better analysis of the network
failures, which is crucial for medical image segmentation
purposes. The visualization of the learnt feature maps rep-
resents the first step toward understanding the internal be-
haviour of the ”black box” type CNN models. An ex-
ample is the work of Kamnitsas et al. (Kamnitsas et al.
2017) which shows that CNN learns concepts similar to
the ones used by clinical expert. However, the learnt con-
volutional layer can be activated by a mixture of pattern,
hence Zhang et al. (Zhang et al. 2018) have devised an
interpretable CNN in which each filter explicitly mem-
orizes a specific object part without ambiguity and pro-
vides a clear semantic representation which could be of
great interest for computed-aided musculoskeletal system
analysis.
6 Conclusion
In this work, we proposed and evaluated a convo-
lutional encoder-decoder with combined regularization
from shape priors and adversarial network which achieved
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promising performance for the task of multi-structure
bone segmentation on scarce heterogeneous pediatric
imaging datasets of the musculoskeletal system. The gen-
eralization abilities of the segmentation model was en-
hanced by the shape priors based regularization which en-
forced globally consistent shape predictions, and by the
adversarial regularization which encouraged plausible de-
lineations. In addition, the proposed method exploited
specific as well as shared bone features arising from multi-
class annotations in order to improve segmentation perfor-
mance.
The obtained results bring new perspectives for the man-
agement of musculoskeletal disorders in pediatric popu-
lation. Nevertheless, our framework is currently limited
to bone tissue, hence in future we aim at improving our
model to detect other anatomical structures such as mus-
cles or cartilages. The severity of the pathologies will then
be computed on the basis of more complete musculoskele-
tal information.
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A Metrics definitions
Let GT and P be the ground truth and predicted 3D seg-
mentation masks and let SGT and SP be the surface vox-
els of the corresponding sets. The metrics were defined as
follows:
Dice =
2|GT · P |
|GT |+ |P | (21)
Sensitivity =
|GT · P |
|GT | (22)
Specificity =
|GT · P |
|GT | (23)
HD = max(h(SGT , SP ), h(SP , SGT ))
with h(S, S′) = max
s∈S
min
s′∈S′
‖s− s′‖2 (24)
MSD =
1
|SGT |+ |SP |
( ∑
s∈SGT
d(s, SP ) +
∑
s∈SP
d(s, SGT )
)
with d(s, S′) = min
s′∈S′
‖s− s′‖2 (25)
RAVD =
||GT | − |P ||
|GT | (26)
Distance measures (HD and MSD) were transformed to
millimeters using voxel size information extracted from
DICOM metadata.
B Details on ranking robustness
To assess the robustness of our ranking, we tested differ-
ent threshold values for each metric: Dice (75 − 85%),
sensitivity (75−85%), HD (20−40 mm), MSD (3−5 mm)
and RAVD (5 − 15%). Thresholds were modified inde-
pendently. Metric value between the corresponding best
value and the modified threshold was mapped to the in-
terval [0, 100]. Appendix Tab.5 summarizes the obtained
transformed rankings with modified ranks in bold. For in-
stance, Dice threshold modification to 75% (Dice75) led
to a permutation of baseline multi-class UNet and UNet
individual with shape regularization ranks (10 − 11) on
ankle dataset. More importantly, CombRegMULTI ranked
first on both datasets, whatever the selected threshold val-
ues.
C Details on sample size estimation
To estimate the number of required sample nsample given
a desired significance level α, a desired statistical power
β and an effect size defined as the absolute difference be-
tween the means divided by the expected standard devia-
tion |µ1−µ2|/σ, we used the following equation:
nsample ≥ 2
(
z1−α/2 + z1−β
|µ1−µ2|/σ
)2
(27)
where z is the standard score (Fleiss 2000). We employed
typical significance level α = 0.05 with z1−α/2 ≈ 1.96,
and typical statistical power β = 0.8 with z1−β ≈ 0.84.
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